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**HELFFERICH SUCCEEDS McCLURE AS PRESIDENT

Ursinus College's eighth president in its 98-year history took office as Dr. Donald L. Helfferich succeeded Dr. Norman K. McClure, who was named president emeritus.

A native of Bath, Pennsylvania, Dr. Helfferich was born April 24, 1929. Dr. Helfferich was also named Vice President of the college.

Dr. Helfferich served on the State Board of Education and the State Board of Vocational Education. He has been a member of the National Board of Directors of the National Association of State Universities of the United States (NASU).

Dr. Helfferich is also an avid traveler, having toured the world.

"MESSIAH" BEGINS; STUDENTS REGISTER ON TUES., AND WED.

The Messiah Chorus commenced organization today at the College Union, where the first rehearsal will begin at 3:30 on October 7, the second rehearsal will begin at 12:30 on October 8, and the final rehearsal will begin at 12:30 on October 9.

A new policy for participation in the Messiah Chorus has been adopted, whereby participation in the Messiah Chorus will be limited to those students who have completed 30 credit hours or are scheduled to receive 30 credit hours in the regular semester, effective immediately.

The Messiah Chorus' first rehearsal will be held on Monday, October 7, and will be conducted by Dr. Mark G. Anderson, Director of Music, who has agreed to supervise the Messiah Chorus for the next three years.

The Messiah Chorus' second rehearsal will be held on Tuesday, October 8, and will be conducted by Dr. Mark G. Anderson, Director of Music, who has agreed to supervise the Messiah Chorus for the next three years.

The Messiah Chorus' final rehearsal will be held on Wednesday, October 9, and will be conducted by Dr. Mark G. Anderson, Director of Music, who has agreed to supervise the Messiah Chorus for the next three years.

**THE PRESIDENTS SPEAK: WELCOME CLASS OF 1962**

Welcome Frosh! I am sure that you, the Class of 1962, have heard these words enough to be well aware of the fact that they are said every year at this time. And, of course, you are correct in this assumption. But the word "welcome" is an important, and not a trivial, word.

Whether you freshman realize it or not, we, the student body and administration, think of you as an individual. Each one of you is an individual, and we are interested in knowing what kind of individuals you are. We are interested in knowing what kind of individuals you will be, as a class, handle them in the same manner we did in the past. We are interested in knowing how your class and your actions and responses to various situations affect our campus community.

When you arrived here at Ursinus you were merely a large, homogeneous group of people, ready to begin your lives and groundings from numerous high schools. But now you are no longer a large, homogeneous group of people. You are a large, individualized group of people, ready to begin your own personal lives and groundings.

You are a large, individualized group of people, ready to begin your own personal lives and groundings.

As Dr. Rice puts it, "We the M.S.G.A. sincerely hope that you will take full advantage of the opportunities which have been supported by you, the Class of 1962. Without this Custom's program, freshmen organization would be impossible."
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EDITORIAL

By the time you, the freshmen, read this editorial, you will have just completed all the strenuous tasks of reorganizing your life, extra-curricular activities, and social functions. But hardly anyone will have mentioned to you the possibility of finding "diversion" in Philadelphia.

The "City of Brotherly Love" is not that easily accessible to most students, especially those without cars, still there is a tie-up with the city through the antiquated bus-train-el route. This trip (if one makes good connections) only takes about an hour or so.

Once in the city one can find much to do and see. If you are interested in things "theater-like," the Schoolhouse, and Red Hill Inn can supply them. If you tend towards the classical, the great Philadelphia Orchestra holds open auditions for boys and girls. Saturday night evening operas, ballet, and other fine entertainment takes place at the Academy of Music.

The biggest play is yet to come. Philadelphia is the final stop before the shows hit Broadway. Such shows as "My Fair Lady," "West Side Story" and others will grace the stage, feeling their way into the "big town" and glory. Our city also provides excellent amateur productions at Hedgerow Neighborhood Theatre.

For those who are filled with the desire to see good art the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Art Alliance, Rodin Museum, the Pennsylvania Museum and others will not disappoint them. Private art galleries and exhibitions are put on all over the city.

For those interested in sports Philadelphia supplies a professional football team, the Eagles, a baseball, hockey, and soccer team. Wrestling and boxing can be seen in various arenas. Sciencing and cross-country can also be encountered if one looks hard enough.

Not only all this but also good eating spots, excellent night clubs, quaint streets and shops, horseback riding, water skiing, and much more can be found in our neighborhood city.

All one has to do is "look and ye shall find."
Hockey Squad to Meet Swarthmore For First Game

A game with coming up on October 14, the hockey team has been busy getting ready to face their first opponent, Swarthmore. Under the direction of Max Shelt, Mrs. Stillington, and Percy, the Bear boys have been practicing and studying the game. During the week, the players have been taking practice shots in the gymnasium and have been working on various offensive plays.

Practicing in a gymnasium in preparation for the game, they returned to push-objects, which will help them develop their offense. A day or two from the year before, in good shape with regard to offense. Practicing also in good shape with regard to defense.

Also returning on the varsity are Glen LeDalo, Kelvin Emer- son, Norman Krombola, and Ceyrul Elmer. These players, along with the others listed above, will be the key to the Bear success.

COLONEL CLEATORS of Hotchkiss

Players who will be returning again this year, will be returning to the team, are Naryric and Al Kinloch. Both have had a very good season, and are expected to do well in their own division.
Law School Test Given This Year

The Law School Admission Test required of applicants for admission to a number of leading law schools has been given at more than 100 centers throughout the United States on the mornings of Nov. 9, 1958, Feb. 29, April 18, and Aug. 1, 1958. The students took the test at their own expense and were sent to over 100 law schools.

A candidate must make ap- plication for admission to each law school of his choice. It is not necessary whether he wishes it to take the test at each school and when. Since many law schools have waiting lists in the spring preceding the test, the student is strongly recommended to apply in time to take the next year’s test’s by either the November or the Feb. 29.

The Law School Admission Test is designed by Educational Testing Service, New Brunswick, N.J. It provides an opportunity for measuring qualities of college and professional potentiality rather than acquired information. It cannot be bought, for Sample questions cannot be obtained by registration for and administration of the test is not a function of information.

Graduate Exams To Be Given Soon

Princeton, N.J., September 30 - The following examinations, required of applicants for admission to the graduate schools and by an increasing number of undergraduate schools, will be administered in the county four times in the year. Educational Testing Service has announced that students who took the GRE in previous years will be given the opportunity of graduating schools of their choice, upon request.

This fall candidates may take the GRE in September, October, and December. The testing service has announced that all GRE applicants may be expected to use the test in their choice of which the program, activities, and test dates for which they will apply.

Mr. and Mrs. Martin R. Scoville of Concord, Mass., have made out for the American Cancer Society, Miss Loraine Seavey, daughter, Miss von Koppenfels will announce the GRE office.

Mr. and Mrs. Martin R. Scoville of Concord, Mass., have made out for the American Cancer Society, Miss von Koppenfels will announce the GRE office.